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ABSTRACT

The Florida mouse (Podomys floridanus), a species restricted to the Lake Wales
Ridge and the Atlantic Coastal Ridge, is recognized by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission as a species of special concern, highlighting its status as a
species that is threatened by habitat loss statewide. Publicly owned lands offer protection
for the species, but management is generally focused on protecting biodiversity in general
and not a particular species. The response of the Florida mouse to land management
practices such as mechanical treatment and prescribed fires is poorly documented. This
research examined the population responses of Florida mice on three public lands in
central Florida, namely, Bullfrog Creek Mitigation Park in Hillsborough County, Split
Oak Mitigation Park in Orange County, and Chuluota Wilderness in Seminole County.
Florida mice numbers increased or recovered to pre-burn levels within six months
following prescribed burns in 2003 and 2004 on the Bullfrog Creek site. Florida mice
dropped in numbers following a fire on the Split Oak site, but were increasing when the
study ended. The steady decrease in numbers of mice at the Chuluota Wilderness site
remained unaffected by habitat modification. Management of public lands that support
Florida mice should continue to utilize prescribed fire to maintain upland habitats. When
possible, prescribed fires should be limited to the spring and early summer months and
applied to only a portion of the total available area in any year.
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INTRODUCTION

A central question in applied ecology is how to manage land to maintain
biodiversity. Biodiversity includes genetic diversity, species diversity, and ecosystemlevel diversity (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). In the United States, a legal framework has
evolved to direct and constrain the actions of natural resource agencies in carrying out
land management (Sharitz et al. 1992). Current views on natural resource management
embrace ecosystem management as a guiding vision (Haeuber and Franklin 1996). This
ecosystem-level approach has shifted the emphasis from species-level management as
practiced for many decades in the 20th century to a concern with the natural patterns and
processes of whole ecosystems (Christensen et al. 1996). Adoption of the tenets of
ecosystem management should, in theory, maintain biodiversity in real landscapes
(Grumbine 1994). In practice, this assumption may not always be valid. For example,
ecosystems that are undergoing restoration activities, such as the return of fire to
previously fire suppressed lands, may require some actions on the part of land managers
to account for species-specific needs. To assume that all species assemblages respond to
management in a positive way is likely to be unrealistic (Meretsky et al. 2000). A
methodology to provide guidelines for resolving conflicts in land management was
proposed as adaptive management by Holling (1978). Adaptive management embraces
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the scientific method and suggests management actions be viewed as experiments with
outcomes that influence future decision making (Walters 1986).
The Florida mouse (Podomys floridanus) is the only full species of mammal
endemic to Florida and largely restricted to the central and Atlantic coastal ridges of
Florida (Layne 1992). Habitat loss and modification are considered the biggest threats to
endangered and threatened species of the world (Burgman et al. 1993) and appear to be
for the Florida mouse. The quality of the remaining habitat has declined because of fire
suppression (Root 1998) and the quantity of remaining habitat is decreasing because of
land development. Reduction in habitat quality and quantity has prompted Florida to list
the Florida mouse as a species of special concern (FWC 2004). This listing does not
afford the species any protection on private lands, but places more responsibility on
agencies in charge of public lands to assure the survival of the species. Many upland
habitats suitable for the Florida mouse occur on public lands; however, information is
generally lacking on appropriate land management practices required to maintain the
species. Land managers need to know how their habitat management practices will affect
Florida mice. The use of adaptive management strategies will help to avoid practices that
are detrimental for the species.
Resource Management
Florida’s natural vegetative communities support a species rich flora that is
dependent on and maintained by natural disturbances. Historically, naturally occurring
fires, started by lightning strikes, covering thousands of hectares of the native landscape.
Both the flora and fauna of the region exhibit many adaptations to survive and sustain
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their populations in the context of periodic disturbances, which include fire, tropical
storms, hurricanes, and wet-dry cycles
Presently, the natural fire process has been altered by anthropogenic disturbances
and as a result, the condition of upland natural communities in the southeastern United
States has declined (Williams and Johnson 1992). In the absence of periodic fire, sand
pine scrub, scrubby flatwoods, and oak-palmetto scrub undergo structural changes
primarily driven by the increase in size, canopy coverage, and density of oaks. These
changes in the horizontal and vertical structure of the plant communities reduce the
habitat value for species such as the Florida scrub-jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens),
gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemis), and the Florida mouse.
Land management organizations have attempted to mimic natural disturbance by
conducting prescribed fires, timber harvests, and vegetation management with
mechanical equipment, but these practices can alter other natural processes and faunal
groups as well as the targeted groups (Elliot and Hewitt 1997). Prescribed fire is used to
maintain habitat for targeted species like the Florida scrub-jay, gopher tortoise, and the
Red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis), but less conspicuous species like rodents
are seldom included in planning for management (Jones 1992). Response of high profile
species to management has been examined to a great degree, but small mammals are
often not considered. Studies conducted on small mammals seem to focus on their roles
as consumers of vegetation and seeds and not on the populations themselves (Jones
1992).
Management actions taken to restore habitat for other target species may not be
the necessary actions needed to provide habitat for the Florida mouse. Layne (1990)
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concluded that prescribed fire had no immediate effect on two populations that he was
monitoring, but a population decrease was noted in later years. Jones (1992) came to the
same conclusion regarding the impact of fire on Florida mice; however, neither Jones nor
Layne discussed the season in which prescribed fire was applied to a habitat.
Habitats that have been fire suppressed for a long time and contain a considerable
amount of fuel are often burned in the winter months, during peak reproduction times for
the Florida mouse (Packer and Layne 1991). During the winter season, winds are
generally more consistent and the low relative humidity allows for more complete burns.
Although these fuel reduction burns are reintroducing fire, the intensity needed to remove
invasive hardwoods is often not achieved and the structure of the habitat remains
relatively unchanged. Late spring and summer burns are generally more intense and
winds are not as consistent, but this most closely mimics the natural disturbance regime,
reducing hardwood cover and increasing bare ground openings for Florida mice.
In landscapes where fire suppression may be more severe, a common practice is
to use mechanical equipment to restore communities to historical conditions. Xeric
habitats with well-drained soils such as scrub, scrubby flatwoods, and sandhill
communities are typically areas used by the Florida mouse. When fire is excluded from
these communities for many years, oaks, pines, and Lyonia species can reach
considerable sizes, forming a closed canopy and/or mid-story vegetation cover, which
alter the microclimate. Equipment like a roller chopper can be used to push plant
material down to the ground thus making it easier to burn; however, this too can change
the structure of the habitat for long periods of time. Breininger and Schmalzer (1990)
compared a burned scrubby flatwoods to an adjacent unburned scrubby flatwoods
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disturbed by mechanical treatment and used by the Florida Scrub-jay. They found that
the unburned, mechanically treated scrubby flatwoods had more bare ground openings
than the adjacent burned site and was used more frequently by scrub-jays (Breininger and
Schmalzer 1990). Apparently, the mechanical disturbance was so severe, that even after
20 years of growth, the ground cover within the unburned scrubby flatwoods had not
recovered.
Those given the task of managing species and landscapes must use an adaptive
management approach suggested by Walters (1986) to effectively manage landscapes for
species. “Measuring and justifying management actions should be key components of
species recovery programs” (Keedwell et al. 2002). Keedwell et al. (2002) examined
data collected over a twenty-year period of Kaki (Himantopus novaezelandiae)
management in New Zealand. They concluded that a considerable amount of time and
resources were wasted because of the “lack of monitoring of the results of management
actions and subsequently learning from these results” (Keedwell et al. 2002).
During this study I examined three populations of the Florida mouse in central
Florida at Bullfrog Creek Mitigation Park, Split Oak Mitigation Park, and Chuluota
Wilderness Area. My general approach was to monitor Florida mouse populations by
live trapping in occupied and unoccupied patches while assessing habitat. Habitat
alteration via prescribed fire and/or roller chopping was conducted during population
monitoring at all three sites.
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Figure 1: Range of the Florida mouse (Podomys floridanus) in Florida according to the
Florida Natural Areas Inventory (Hipes et al. 2000).
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY SITES

Three sites, located in central Florida, were selected for this project (Figure 2).
Each site contained a small population of the Florida mouse in isolated habitat patches
with each patch differing in habitat type and composition of the vegetation.

Bullfrog Creek Mitigation Park (BFMP)
BFMP is a 336 ha parcel located in Hillsborough County, Florida, adjacent to
Interstate 75 and north of the Sun City Center (Section 25, Township 31 South, Range 19
East) (Figure 3). This property is managed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission (FWC). Vegetation communities within the park include mesic flatwoods,
xeric oak hammock, mixed wetland forest, and disturbed fields.
Previous trapping attempts by personnel of FWC in 1999 discovered two
populations of the Florida mouse in two separate xeric oak hammocks (units 4-5 and 8)
dominated by sand live oak (Quercus geminata). Dominate shrub and ground cover
species within these units are saw palmetto (Serenoa repens), wiregrass (Aristida stricta),
and oaks (Q. myrtifolia, Q. chapmanii, and Q. pumila). Large open areas of exposed
ground, lacking vegetation with the exception of some herbs and lichens, are present
beneath the oak canopy.
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Figure 2. General location map of the three study sites in central Florida
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph of BFMP taken in 1999 with management unit numbers
shown.
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Trapping attempts in March 2003 failed to capture mice in burn unit 8. The
compartment supported a population in 1999. No specific land management practices
were conducted in this location until March 2004 when a prescribed fire had no
immediate affect on the structure of the unit.
A population of Florida mice was present in burn unit 4-5. Three prescribed fires
were applied to this unit in 1998, April 2003, and March 2004. On April 2003, only the
northern part of the unit was burned and no mechanical disturbance was used. The
surrounding flatwoods burned almost completely whereas the hammock portion burned
incompletely, leaving large areas unburned and unchanged. The burn conducted on
March 2004 was applied to the southern portion of the unit. Again, the surrounding
flatwoods burned completely, but the hammock burned incompletely. Gopher tortoise
activity was high and represented about 4.0 tortoises per ha.
Two main soil types were found in unit 4-5 at BFMP, Archbold fine sand and
Myakka fine sand (USDA 2003c) (Figure 4). Archbold fine sands were concentrated
toward the center of unit forming an island surrounded by Myakka fine sand. Most of the
individual captures of Florida mice occurred on this island. Archbold fine sands are deep
and well drained sands formed by eolian or marine deposits. These sands are often
highly acidic, with ground water depths in the range from 106 to 152 cm during the rainy
months and averaging 152 to 203 cm for the remainder of the year (USDA 2003c).
Myakka fine sands are very deep and poorly drained sands formed by marine
deposits. These sands are often very acidic, supporting vegetation found within
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Figure 4. Soils, vegetation transects, and trapping locations at BFMP. Soil polygons are
based on detailed soils maps produced by the USDA (2003c).
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flatwoods, depressions, and floodplains. Ground water depth is usually within 35 cm of
the surface during the rainy months and can drop to 102 cm below the surface during dry
periods (USDA 2003c).

Split Oak Forest Mitigation Park (SOMP)
Split Oak Forest Mitigation Park is a 684 ha parcel managed by FWC and located
on the border of Orange and Osceola counties, Florida, near the intersection of state road
417 and Narcoosee Road (Section 34, Township 24 South, Range 31 East) (Figure 5).
Trapping in February 2000 by FWC revealed four populations of the Florida mouse
within scrubby flatwoods and xeric oak scrub units. These four compartments were
trapped again in June 2003 and only one population remained. These compartments had
been fire suppressed for an unknown period of time prior to burns that were conducted in
2001, 2003, and 2004.
In 2003, Florida mice were trapped on Unit 16. The dominant ground cover
species (less than 1 m in height) were saw palmetto, wiregrass, and Chapman and sand
live oaks; open sandy areas were scattered throughout the unit. Mid-story vegetation (1-3
m in height) was comprised of rusty lyonia (Lyonia ferruginea), shiny lyonia (Lyonia
lucida), sand live oak, and saw palmetto. The tree canopy (3 m in height and greater)
was longleaf pine (Pinus palustris), with sand live oak to a lesser extent in small clumps.
The three soils found within unit 16 were Pomello, Immokalee, and Smyrna fine sands
(USDA 2003a and 2003b) (Figure 6). Pomello fine sands were found toward the west
portion of the unit where most of the Florida mouse captures (96%) occurred. The soil
type changed from Pomello to Immokalee and Smyrna to the east of the study area.
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Figure 5. Aerial photograph of SOMP taken in 1999 with management unit numbers
shown.
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Figure 6. Soils, vegetation transects, and trapping locations at SOMP. Soil polygons are
based on detailed soils maps produced by the (USDA 2003b).
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A prescribed fire was conducted in unit 16 in December of 2004, after being
delayed nine months because of poor weather conditions and the lack of manpower. The
surrounding flatwoods burned completely, but the scrubby flatwoods portion burned
incompletely and left a mosaic of burned and unburned vegetation. No mechanical
treatment was applied to this unit. Tortoise burrows were relatively common, but tortoise
activity levels were low with approximately 1.6 tortoises per ha.
The three areas (units 19, 19a, and 11) where Florida mice no longer were present
had a much different vegetation structure than that of unit 16. Most of the soil surface
was exposed with only scattered saw palmetto, wiregrass, and sand live oak. The midstory and canopy vegetation was mainly sand live oak and live oak (Quercus virginiana)
with longleaf pine scattered throughout.
In September 2001, portions of unit 11 were roller chopped and burned.
Combustion was incomplete in the flatwoods and large portions of scrubby flatwoods
remained unburned. Units 19 and 19a were burned during small mammal monitoring.
Unit 19 was burned in February 2003 and all portions of flatwoods burned completely.
Small portions of scrubby flatwoods and xeric hammock where trapping was taking place
did not burn completely. The overall structure of the immediate habitat remained
unchanged. A small portion of scrubby flatwoods in unit 19a was roller chopped and the
entire unit was burned in May 2003. The roller chopped portion burned completely, but
the xeric hammock portion did not burn completely. Gopher tortoise activity within these
units was low with 2.1 tortoises per ha.
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Chuluota Wilderness Area (CWA)
Chuluota Wilderness Area is a 253 ha parcel located in southeast corner of
Seminole County, Florida (Section 31, Township 21 South, Range 33 East) (Figure 7).
Seminole County Natural Lands Program has managed the property since 1997.
Vegetative communities present on the property include scrubby flatwoods, sand pine
scrub, mixed wetland forest, and cypress swamp. Three main soil types are present:
Pomello, Paola-St. Lucie, and Eaugallie-Immokalee fine sands (USDA 2003d) (Figure 8).
Pomello fine sands comprised over 85% of the area examined for the presence of the
Florida mouse. Units 1, 7, and Pie are on Pomello fines sands, with the southern portion
of unit 1 containing a small portion of Paola-St. Lucie sands. Unit 8 contains a similar
distribution of the three soil types.
Staff biologists began surveying for the Florida mouse within portions of scrubby
flatwoods and sand pine scrub. They discovered by live trapping that Florida mice were
present within four burn units. A 64-trap grid (8x8) was placed in the east-central portion
of unit 1 where the largest population was located. Traps were set for three days a week,
four times a year (spring, summer, fall, winter). The number of individuals captured
remained consistent from 1998 until March 2002 when the area was roller chopped and
burned. In 2002, traps were only set three times on the grid due to management
activities and weather. Numbers of Florida mice dropped immediately after the 2002
management actions, but increased the following season.
Prior to management in unit 1, the ground cover included wiregrass, rusty lyonia,
shiny lyonia and saw palmetto. The mid-story contained sand pine, scrub oak, and saw
palmetto. Jim Duby, the principal coordinator of CWA, described the scrub oaks as
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Figure 7. Aerial photograph of CWA taken in 1999 with management unit numbers
shown.
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Figure 8. Soils, vegetation transects, and trapping locations at CWA. Soil polygons are
based on detailed soils maps produced by the USDA (2003d).
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being approximately 4.5 m tall throughout the unit (pers. comm.). He stated that the unit
was similar to unit 8, except that the woody vegetation was not as dense. The canopy
was mainly sand pine with a few longleaf pines. After management, ground cover
remained relatively unchanged, but the mid-story and canopy were totally eliminated
except for a small number of longleaf pines. Approximately 5.3 tortoises per ha were
present in unit 1.
Management activities on the study area continued in 2004. Portions of unit 7
and all of unit 8 were roller chopped in May. The north part of unit 8 was burned four
months after chopping in late September 2004 and the remainder was burned after this
study was completed and Unit 7 was burned in November 2004. Unit 7 was estimated to
support 1.4 tortoises per ha and Unit 8 3.9 per ha. Florida mice were captured in unit 8
during trapping events in October and November of 2001, but no longer occupied the unit
in 2003.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS
A variety of data was collected in an attempt to understand why and how the
Florida mouse resides in a particular patch of habitat before and following habitat
management activities. Vegetation, soil types, gopher tortoise density, and the impacts
of habitat alteration were examined at all sites containing a population of Florida mice as
well as areas that were known to have had a population in the recent past. Each Florida
mouse population at the three study sites was monitored monthly for approximately 21
months.

Live Trapping
Collapsible Sherman (7.6 cm x 8.9 cm x 23 cm) live traps were set monthly from
March 2003 to December 2004. Traps were set in the evening between 3 pm and 5 pm
and checked the following day between 6 am and 11 am. When the overnight low
temperature was forecasted to be below 15.5 degrees C, cotton balls were placed in the
traps. No traps were set when temperatures were below 11 degrees C. Traps were baited
with a small amount of sunflower seeds placed at the back of the trap. All attempts were
made to prevent seeds from being dropped around the trap. Traps in direct sunlight were
covered with surrounding vegetation.
Captured mice were handled and released in the field after recording the trap
location, species, tag number, body mass, overall condition (good or poor), age class,
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reproductive condition, direction traveled after release, estimated distance traveled after
release, and miscellaneous comments. Each trap was given a unique identification
number, according to the site, unit, and transect in which the trap was located. A
numbered ear tag (National Band and Tag Co., #1005 size 1 Monel) was placed on the
left ear of all animals using a pair of tag pliers. Body mass was recorded to the nearest
half gram with a 100-gram Pesola scale. Age class was determined as adult, subadult, or
juvenile based on the color and texture of the pelage. Adults are buffy colored on the
dorsal surface, whereas subadults and juveniles have differing shades of gray to dark gray
throughout and lack the rust-orange color on the flanks. The reproductive condition of
each individual was determined at the time of capture. Females were described as
pregnant, nursing, or neither based on mammary development (small, large, hairless, or
pigmented) and the size of the abdominal region. Males were described as being
reproductive or not reproductive based on the position of the testis (descended or
abdominal) in the scrotum.
The minimum number of small mammals known to be alive (MNA) was
calculated for each trapping event (Krebs 1966). A chart was produced for each study
site showing MNA through time. The time of habitat alteration was indicated on each
chart.
Spatial activity patterns of Florida mice captured in more than one location were
analyzed based on the distance traveled between trap stations. Individuals captured once
were not included in this analysis. A Students t-test was performed to determine if the
mean distance traveled between captures before habitat management differed from after
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management. A P-value of 0.05 was used as the threshold for this and other statistical
tests.
A minimum convex polygon (MCP) was created in ArcView 3.2 for each
individual captured at three or more locations. The area of the polygon was recorded in
hectares. A Students t-test was used to determine if the area of the home ranges of males
and females was different.
Live Trap Arrangement
Three monitoring methods were employed using collapsible Sherman live traps
within study sites to meet the specific goals of the project. Each unit required different
methods, e.g., units with a high number of gopher tortoise burrows allowed for live
trapping to occur on the burrow apron. In other units, live trapping occurred on transects
because very few gopher tortoise burrows could be located. In another unit, a 64-trap
grid that was established in 1997 was used to compare current population trends to trends
observed before habitat modifications were completed.
Burrow Trapping
Traps were placed on the apron of tortoise burrows in unit 4-5 at BFMP. Thirtythree traps were placed at random within the xeric hammock (Figure 4). Of the 33 traps,
31 traps were placed on gopher tortoise burrows and two were placed in areas between
burrows. This arrangement was used to track inter-burrow movements that may be
important in determining home range sizes. This trap placement was intended to
determine three things: 1) the average number of burrows utilized by mice before and
after management, 2) the relative use of active, inactive, or abandoned burrows, and 3)
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site fidelity after management. Each time a trap was set near the entrance of a tortoise
burrow, the burrow was reclassified as active, inactive, or abandoned.
The average number of burrows used by an individual was determined by
counting the number of burrows at which an individual was captured, either by observing
an individual entering a burrow after release or in a trap on the burrow.
Random and Transect Trapping
At SOMP, 30 traps were placed randomly in units 16, 19, and 19a where Florida
mice had been observed (Figure 6). Traps could not be placed on tortoise burrows
because few burrows could be located. The trapping effort surveyed the entire unit,
especially edges where soils and vegetation changes were observed.
Transects were used in the remainder of the units surveyed at SOMP and at CWA
(units 1, 7, 8, and Pie) to allow large areas of habitat to be sampled for the presence of the
Florida mouse. Each transect was 100 m in length with 10 traps placed 10 m apart.
Transects at SOMP were placed in burn units 19, 19a, and 11 where mice were present in
1999. Transects at CWA were placed in units 1, 7, 8, and Pie and spaced widely in an
attempt to detect dispersal movements in response to roller chopping and prescribed fire
(Figure 8). These transects were trapped regularly to determine if Florida mice would
reoccupy a restored habitat patch previously occupied in October 2001.
Habitat Assessment
Vegetation transects 100 m in length were placed at random in each site to assess
the habitat within trapping locations (Figures 4, 6, and 8). Transects were run at random
compass directions and measured using a hip chain. The 25 m, 50 m, 75 m, and 100 m
intervals along each transect were marked with flagging tape, and pin flags and GPS
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coordinates were recorded. At each interval, perpendicular to line transect, canopy
coverage was recorded. At alternating steps (n=20), ground cover, mid-story, and canopy
coverage were recorded for vegetation intersecting the cross hairs of an ocular (Cox et al.
1987). Ground cover was anything <1 m in height, mid-story was >1 m to 3 m, and
canopy >3 m. A Students t-test was performed to determine if percent cover of ground,
mid-story, and/or canopy cover differed between occupied and unoccupied habitat.
A 25 m segment of each transect was randomly selected for a line-intercept
sample and all ground cover and canopy species that intercepted the line were recorded.
Plant names follow Wunderlin and Hansen (2003). A Students t-test was performed on
the line intercept data to determine if species composition differed between areas
occupied by Florida mice and areas not occupied by mice.
Linear regression analyses were conducted to examine relationships between the
capture rate of Florida mice and various habitat variables at CWA. Habitat variables
analyzed were cover of saw palmetto and oak and total vegetative cover.
Gopher Tortoise Surveys
When possible, each unit occupied or formerly occupied by the Florida Mouse
was surveyed for the presence of gopher tortoises. Gopher tortoise burrows were marked
with flagging tape, given a numeric identification number, recorded with a GPS unit, and
classified (active, inactive, or abandoned).
Burrow density was calculated for each unit surveyed by dividing the total
number of burrows by the total hectares of each unit. Burrow density per hectare was
used to estimate the number of home sites available for Florida mice. The total number
of burrows available in each unit may be a factor limiting Florida mouse populations.
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Gopher tortoise density was also determined for each unit surveyed by
multiplying the total number of active and inactive burrow by 0.614 and then dividing by
the total size of the unit (Auffenburg and Franz 1982). The relative activity level of
gopher tortoises within a unit may be an indicator of habitat quality.
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RESULTS

Bullfrog Creek Mitigation Park (BFMP)
Live Trapping
A total of 111 individual Florida mice was captured and 61 were recaptured in
557 trap nights between March 2003 and December 2004 (Table 1). Florida mice were
captured 311 times for a trap success rate of 55.8%. Small mammal captures were almost
exclusively Florida mice (96.7%).
Table 1: Summary statistics for live trapping of small mammals at BFMP from March
2003 to December 2004.
Summary Statistics
Total Trap Nights

557

Months of Study

22

Total Florida Mouse Individuals

111

Total Recaptures

61

Total Cotton Mouse Individuals

18

Total Recaptures

6

Total Cotton Rat Individuals

2

Total Recaptures
Total Captures of Small Mammals
Captures per Trap Night

0
339
0.61

Cotton mouse (Peromyscus gossypinus) were rarely captured (n=4) before the
prescribed fire. Their numbers increased (n=23) following the fire. Cotton rats (Sigmodon
hispidus) were captured twice during the study.
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Population Dynamics
The population of Florida mice decreased after a prescribed fire in April 2003 on
the northern portion of the unit (Figure 9). The minimum number known to be alive
(MNA) gradually increased after May 2003 to a maximum of 34 in mid-February and
March 2004. The MNA again declined after a prescribed fire was performed in the
southern portion of unit 4-5 in early April 2004. The MNA remained stable from April to
October, increased in November, and peaked in December at 34.
The sex ratio of Florida mice varied throughout the study. Females outnumbered
males approximately 50% of the time, yielding an average sex ratio slightly less than 1:1
(0.92), with values between 0.43 and 1.67.
Reproductive activity of both male and female Florida mice increased in July
2004 and appeared to fluctuate with rainfall (Figure 10). The increase in reproductive
males occurred one month before the increase in reproductive females. In September
2004, the percentage of reproductive females fell and continued to decrease to 0% by
December 2004.
Individual Florida mice were found in traps at different tortoise burrows (Table
2). Males and females use the same number of burrows with most individuals using two
burrows throughout the year.
Table 2: Total number of burrows used by male and female Florida mice at BFMP.
# of Burrows Used
1
2
3
4
5

n
15
25
13
7
1
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M ale
7
13
7
4
1

Female
8
12
6
3
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Burn

40

Burn
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Florida Mouse Captures

Figure 9. MNA of Florida mice and cotton mice at BFMP from March 2003 to
December 2004.
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Figure 10. a) Percentage of reproductive Florida mice per trapping event captured at
BFMP compared to b) total rainfall per month (SFWMD 2003)

Tortoise occupancy of burrows did not appear to influence the likelihood that a
Florida mouse would also be present. Mice were found 23% (n=69) of the time in an
active burrow, 39% (n=117) in an inactive burrow, and 38% (n=113) in an abandoned
burrow. These data did not significantly differ from the availability of the active,
inactive, and abandoned burrows within the unit.
Minimum convex polygons (MCP) were created using data obtained from
individuals captured three or more times. All polygons (n=25) were pooled for the entire
study yielding an average home range size of 0.12 ha (1,227 m 2 ) for Florida mice (Table
3). The average home range of males (n=14) was 0.14 ha (1,443 m 2 ) and 0.10 ha (952
m 2 ) for females (n=11). Although mean home range of males was greater than that of
females, the difference was not significant (P=0.22).
Table 3: Minimum Convex Polygon calculations for Florida mice at BFMP.
M o u s e ID
43
46
47
52
53
56
58
130
135
1358
1393
21
23
38
45
48
49
50
59
72
74
88
98
1351
1 5 /6 2
A v e ra g e

S ex
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

A re a (m 2 )
238
804
189
1044
509
1635
2951
249
113
1122
1617
2517
2880
926
700
772
601
798
2348
759
724
1964
3844
185
1189
1227
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H e c ta re s
0 .0 2
0 .0 8
0 .0 2
0 .1 0
0 .0 5
0 .1 6
0 .3 0
0 .0 3
0 .0 1
0 .1 1
0 .1 6
0 .2 5
0 .2 9
0 .0 9
0 .0 7
0 .0 8
0 .0 6
0 .0 8
0 .2 4
0 .0 8
0 .0 7
0 .2 0
0 .3 8
0 .0 2
0 .1 2
0 .1 2

Habitat Assessment
Vegetation was sampled within two distinct areas of BFMP that represent oak
hammock and mesic flatwoods communities. A summary of these data is shown in Table
4 and the location of each transect is illustrated in Figure 4. A difference in the canopy
composition and cover was observed between the two areas. Canopy cover within the
oak hammock area was entirely sand live oak and averaged 63.5%. No canopy cover was
detected in the surrounding mesic flatwoods.
Table 4: Percent cover of live vegetation on the oak hammock and mesic flatwoods
communities at BFMP. Highlighted transects indicate the presence of the Florida mouse.

Habitat Type and Transect
Cover and Openings
(%)

Oak Hammock

Oak Hammock

Mesic Flatwoods

OH-1

OH-2

F-1

Canopy Cover

64.0

63.0

0.0

Ground Cover

63.6

54.7

95.9

Ground Openings

36.4

45.3

4.1

Canopy Openings

36.0

37.0

100.0

The composition of ground cover was different between the two areas. Wiregrass
was much more abundant on the mesic flatwoods transect than the oak hammock
transects. Approximately 100% of the ground was covered by vegetation on the mesic
flatwoods transect. Saw palmetto was more abundant in the flatwoods transect (64%)
compared to the oak hammock transects. The two total ground cover in oak hammock
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transects was approximately 59.2%. The remaining 40.8% consisted of openings with
lichen cover.
Belt transects produced results that were similar to the line intercept transects. A
significant difference in canopy cover was observed between the mesic flatwoods and
oak hammock communities (P=0.01). Approximately 54.8% of the oak hammock
transects (OH-1 and OH-2) were covered by a canopy mainly of sand live oak compared
to the 11.3% canopy cover of longleaf pine on the flatwoods transect (F-1) (Figure 11).
Mid-story composition of vegetation was also significantly different between the
two areas (P=0.001). Approximately 32.8% of the oak hammock contained mid-story
vegetation of oak species, with an occasional saw palmetto compared to the surrounding
mesic flatwoods with a cover of 1.2% of Lyonia species.
Ground cover vegetation varied greatly between the flatwoods and oak hammock
belt transects. Percent cover of vegetation on the flatwoods transect was 100% compared
to the 82.5% cover on the oak hammock transects (Figure 11). Approximately 17.5% of
the oak hammock had large open areas where vegetation was lacking and bare ground
was exposed. This difference was significant (P=0.001). The oak hammock transects
differed from the flatwoods transect by containing approximately 5 to 20% more oak
cover (P=0.03) and 26% more wiregrass cover (P=0.03).

Gopher Tortoise Surveys
In March 2003, an effort was made to locate and mark all tortoise burrows in the
scrub portion of unit 4-5; however, the vegetation was moderately dense and some
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Figure 11. Percent cover of live vegetation comparisons between the flatwoods belt
transect (F1) and the oak hammock belt transects (OH 1 and OH 2) at BFMP. Florida
mice were present at high densities on transect OH 1 and 2.
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burrows may have been missed. Within the 7.4 ha surveyed, 84 burrows were found
(11.4 burrows per ha). Sixty-three percent (n=49) of these burrows was classified as
active or inactive, yielding an estimate of 4.0 tortoises per ha.

Split Oak Forest Mitigation Park (SOMP)
Live Trapping
A total of 21 individual Florida mice was captured and 14 were recaptured in 612
trap nights between June 2003 and January 2005 in unit 16 (Table 5). Florida mice were
captured 100 times for a trap success rate of 15.8%. In unit 16, 30 individual small
mammals were captured on 121 occasions. Cotton mice (n=6) and cotton rats (n=3) were
relatively uncommon.
Table 5: Summary statistics for live trapping of small mammals at SOMP from June 2003
to January 2005.
Line Transects with Traps
Summary Statistics

Unit 16

Unit 19a

Unit 19

Unit 11

Unit 12

Total Trap Nights

612

215

210

90

20

Months of Study

19

19

19

19

0

Total Florida Mouse Individuals

21

3

2

2

0

Total Recaptures

14

0

0

0

0

Total Cotton Mouse Individuals

6

8

5

2

0

Total Recaptures

6

0

0

0

0

Total Cotton Rat Individuals
Total Recaptures

3
0

1
0

0
0

2
0

0
0

121

12

7

6

0

0.198

0.056

0.033

0.067

0.000

Total Captures of Small Mammals
Captures per Trap Night

Additional 100 m transects, with 10 traps per transect, and random traps were set
within units of the park where Florida mice has been documented or where suitable
habitat existed. Total trapping effort within units 19, 19A, 12, and 11 amounted to 535
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trap nights throughout 2003 and 2004 (Table 5). A total of seven Florida mice was
captured (trap success rate of 1.7%). None was recaptured. Out of the seven captures,
three were adults, three were subadults, and one was a juvenile.

Population Dynamics
The population of Florida mice in unit 16 was small during the summer of 2003
but increased to a maximum of 10 individuals by May 2004 (Figure 12). The population
was in decline before the prescribed burn in December 2005. MNA decreased to four
individuals in January 2005 after a prescribed fire, but the last trapping event suggested
no further decline was to happen.
During the first nine months of live trapping, no cotton mice were captured. In
April 2004, an increase in the MNA of cotton mice occurred when it increased from zero
to three and peaked at four in June 2004 (Figure 12). By October, only two individuals
were known to be alive. These two cotton mice remained in the unit for the remainder of
the study. A prescribed fire had been planned for March 2003, but weather conditions
postponed it to December 2004. No change in the MNA of cotton mice was seen during
the last two trapping events after the burn.
The sex ratio of Florida mice varied throughout the study. Females outnumbered
males approximately 55% of the time, yielding an average sex ratio less than 1:1 (0.74),
with values between 0.00 and 2.00. Small sample sizes make the sex ratios suspect at
best.
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Figure 12. MNA of Florida mice and cotton mice in unit 16 at SOMP.
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Reproductive activity of both male and female Florida mice increased in August
2004 and appeared to fluctuate with rainfall (Figure 13). The increase in reproductive
females corresponded with the increase in reproductive males. Reproductive females
were not captured in 2003. Most of the captures in 2003 were males with only two
female captures for the entire year.
All movements of mice from trap to trap appeared to be influenced by soil type at
SOMP. All movements were recorded within the Pomello soil type, and mice were not
captured in traps in the adjacent Immokalee soil type. Out of the 5.98 ha of scrubby
flatwoods habitat available, Florida mice were not captured outside the 3.77 ha area with
the Pomello soil type. Distance from the traps located on the Pomello soil to the traps on
the Immokalee soil averaged 34 m, which was less than the average distance traveled
between trapping events. A habitat description of these areas is discussed in the
following habitat assessment section.
Minimum convex polygons were created to represent home ranges using data
obtained from individuals captured three or more times. These polygons (n=11)
indicated an average home range size of 0.28 ha (2,784m 2 ) for Florida mice (Table 6).
The home range of males (n=5) averaged 0.39 ha (3,941 m 2 ) and females (n=6) averaged
0.18 ha (1,820 m 2 ). The difference between the mean home ranges of males and females
was not significant (P=0.25).
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Figure 13. a) Percentage of reproductive male and female Florida mice per trapping event
captured at SOMP compared to b) total rainfall per month (The Weather Underground,
Inc. 2005).
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Table 6: Minimum Convex Polygon calculations for Florida mice at SOMP.
Mouse ID

Sex

Area (m2)

Hectares

5

m

7743.37

0.77

7

m

2876.60

0.29

108

m

7194.57

0.72

127

m

1211.02

0.12

148

m

680.62

0.07

6

f

815.40

0.08

101

f

3873.87

0.39

106

f

275.70

0.03

107

f

857.31

0.09

109

f

4611.70

0.46

128

f

489.05

0.05

2784.47

0.28

Average

Habitat Assessment

The Florida mouse population was nearly restricted to scrubby flatwoods. Sand
live oak, myrtle oak, shiny lyonia, and rusty lyonia were the dominant plants on the
Pomello soil. Vegetation cover and composition varied greatly in unit 16 (Table 7).
Florida mice were found on transects T1 and T3, but not on T2 and T4. The following
comparisons were made using data obtained from the random 25 m or 50 m line intercept
transects located within unit 16 at SOMP (Figure 6).
No difference was observed in the relative density or type of canopy cover within
the unit. Most of the canopy was composed of longleaf pine at a density of 8% or less.
Transect T3 passed through a small stand of sand live oaks, yielding an oak cover of
57.6%.
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Table 7: Comparisons of percent cover of live vegetation between transects T1 and T3
(scrubby flatwoods) and transects T2 and T4 (mesic flatwoods) in unit 16 at SOMP.

Cover and
Openings (%)

Scrubby
Flatwoods

Habitat Type and Transect
Scrubby
Mesic
Flatwoods
Flatwoods

Mesic
Flatwoods

T1

T3

T2

T4

Canopy Cover

29.6

93.2

9.6

7.6

Ground Cover

90.3

74.0

87.6

74.7

Ground Openings

9.7

26.0

12.4

25.3

Canopy Openings

70.4

6.8

90.4

92.4

A difference in the structure and cover of mid-story (1 m to 3 m) was observed
when comparing transects T1 and T3 to transects T2 and T4. Mid-story cover of
transects T1 and T3 were 29% to 32% myrtle oak, shiny lyonia, and rusty lyonia. Midstory cover of transects T2 and T4 was 1.6% to 7.6% shiny lyonia.
No difference was observed in ground cover density between transects T1 and T3
compared to transects T2 and T4; however, differences were observed in the composition
of ground cover species. The density of ground cover of all four transects was between
74% and 90%. Wiregrass on transects T1 and T3 was 1.7% to 7.8% of the cover while
on transects T2 and T4 it was 14% to 18% of the cover. Rusty lyonia was found on
transects T1 and T3 within Pomello soil but not on transects T2 and T4. Gallberry was
only found only on transect T2 in the Immokalee and Smyrna soils.
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Gopher Tortoise Surveys
In January 2005, a gopher tortoise survey was conducted in unit 16 after the
prescribed fire. The lack of ground cover made it more likely that all the burrows were
detected. A total of 51 burrows (8.6 burrows per ha) was found within the 5.93 ha area.
Ten of 51 or 19% of the burrows were classified as active or inactive. These data suggest
one tortoise per ha were in residence. Florida mice were only found in 3.77 ha of the
5.93 ha unit on Pomello soil, where the tortoise burrow density was 12.76 per ha.
In February 2004, unit 19 was surveyed for gopher tortoises after a prescribed
fire. Approximately 100% of the unit was surveyed due to the reduction of vegetation. A
total of 112 burrows was found within the 23.16 ha area, yielding a density of 4.8
burrows per ha. Tortoise activity was moderate with 42.8% (n=48) of burrows being
classified as active or inactive, yielding 1.3 tortoises per ha.

Chuluota Wilderness Area (CWA)

Grid Trapping
A total of 21 individual Florida mice was captured and 14 were recaptured in
1,664 trap nights between July 2002 and December 2004 (Table 8). In all, individual
Florida mice were captured 97 times. Cotton mice comprised 21.7% of captures and
were caught sporadically throughout the length of the study. No other species of small
mammal was captured on the grid.
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Table 8: Summary statistics for live trapping of small mammals at CWA from July 2002
to December 2004.
Unit 1 (Grid)

Unit 1
(Transects)

Pie

Unit 8

Unit 7

Total Trap Nights

1664

190

240

530

130

Months of Study

29

11

11

13

12

Total Florida Mouse Individuals

21

14

6

0

0

Total Recaptures
Total Cotton Mouse Individuals

14
18

10
15

5
5

0
8

0
0

Total Recaptures

6

4

3

1

0

Total Cotton Rat Individuals

0

1

0

0

0

Total Recaptures

0

0

0

0

0

Total Golden Mouse Individuals

0

3

0

16

7

0
124

0
53

0
40

7
46

2
12

0.075

0.279

0.167

0.087

0.092

Summary Statistics

Total Recaptures
Total Captures of Small Mammals
Captures per Trap Night

Transect Trapping
The trapping effort on transects amounted to 1,090 trap nights between December 2003
and December 2004 (Table 8, Figure 8). Florida mice were captured 63 times for a trap
success rate of 8%. A total of 18 individuals was captured and 16 were recaptured. Four
species of small mammal were captured on the transects. Florida mice were found
exclusively in units 1 and Pie. Cotton mice were found in all units. Golden mice
(Ochrotomys nuttalli) were mainly found within units 7 and 8. Only one cotton rat was
captured during the entire study. The capture rate of the Florida mouse was highest on
transect 1-3 (29%), followed by Pie (20%), and then 1-4 (4%). These three transects
have similar soils and vegetation cover.
Population Dynamics
The MNA of Florida mice on the grid fluctuated before and after the March 2002
habitat management. A downward trend in the MNA estimate was seen between 2000
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and 2001 from 10 individuals in April 2000, to six individuals in January 2001, and to
three individuals in October 2001 (Figure 14).
In 2003, when trapping resumed on the grid, the MNA was three individuals, but
rose sharply to a maximum of 12 individuals in May 2003 (Figure 14). Afterwards,
MNA gradually fell to four individuals by December 2003 and again increased in AprilMay 2004 to eight individuals, four less than the previous year. By December 2004, only
two individuals were known to be alive in the area of the grid.
The sex ratio of Florida mice varied between December 2003 and December
2004. Males outnumbered females approximately 55% of the time, yielding a mean sex
ratio of approximately 3:2 (1.5), with values between 0.00 and 3.00. Due to the overall
low capture rate of Florida mice, one or two captures of either a male or a female
drastically affected the sex ratio.
Reproductive activity of male and female Florida mice increased in September
2004 and appeared to fluctuate with rainfall (Figure 15). Reproduction increased with a
spike in rainfall in September 2004.
Movements of Florida mice occurred between trapping stations located on the
grid and along the nine transects; however, Florida mice were not observed moving into
units 7 and 8 either before or after management. Vegetation structure of unit 7 and 8
resembled unit 1, but in a later growth stage. When units 7 and 8 were chopped in March
2004, all mid-story and ground cover was crushed and burned leaving only the longleaf
pine canopy. Mice did not move into these areas after management yet no visible barriers
or wetlands were present except for a 3.5 m-wide maintained firebreak. Mice were
observed moving across a firebreak between units 1 and Pie.
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Figure 14. MNA of Florida mice on the 8X8 grid at CWA a) before habitat management
and b) after habitat management. Habitat management was accomplished in March 2002.
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Figure 15. a) Percentage of reproductive male and female Florida mice per trapping event
captured at CWA compared to b) total rainfall per month (Seminole County Watershed
Atlas 2003).
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Minimum convex polygons (MCP) were created using recapture histories of
Florida mice captured three or more times. The average home range size of Florida mice
(n=17) was 0.41 ha (4,062 m 2 ) (Table 9). The home range of males (n=10) averaged
0.45 ha (4,470 m 2 ) and females (n=7) averaged 0.35 ha (3,480 m 2 ). Although the mean
home range of males was greater than that of females, the difference was not significant
(P=0.45).
Table 9: Minimum Convex Polygon calculations for Florida mice at CWA.
Mouse ID
55
56
57
58
59
154
155
178
180
401
60
61
63
99
184
187
198
Average

Sex
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

Area (m2)
2417.85
1478.61
5359.06
2616.26
6255.84
8890.17
2822.73
11603.66
1862.87
1400.95
4918.31
4498.59
4096.70
1763.14
1390.43
5366.47
2328.68
3480.33

Hectares
0.24
0.15
0.54
0.26
0.63
0.89
0.28
1.16
0.19
0.14
0.49
0.45
0.41
0.18
0.14
0.54
0.23
0.35

Habitat Assessment
Vegetation was sampled within two distinct areas of CWA that represented
overgrown scrub in units 7 and 8, and scrub in units 1 and Pie. A summary of these data
is shown in Table 10. A significant difference between canopy cover of the overgrown
scrub and the scrub sections was observed (P=0.015). Canopy cover in units 7 and 8
averaged 59.2% compared to a canopy cover of only 10.9% in units 1 and Pie where
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Florida mice were present. In addition, if data from transect 1-4 are not included in the
average, canopy cover in the scrub sections averaged only 8.1%. Individuals captured on
transect 1-4 were most likely dispersing through the area and not residents. Individuals
captured were not recaptured again, with the exception of captures in trap station #1
which was near the edge of the unit Pie.
Table 10: Percent cover of live vegetation comparisons between the overgrown scrub
(units 7 and 8) and the scrub (units 1 and Pie) at CWA. Highlighted transects indicate the
presence of the Florida mouse.

Unit

Canopy
Transect Cover

Cover and Openings (%)
Ground Ground
Canopy
Cover
Openings Openings

8

Habitat
Overgrown
Scrub
Overgrown
Scrub
Overgrown
Scrub
Overgrown
Scrub

1

Scrub

1-3

0.0

61.7

38.3

100.0

1

Scrub

1-1

5.6

48.8

51.2

94.4

1

Scrub

1-2

0.5

74.2

25.8

99.5

1

Scrub

1-4

25.2

85.5

14.5

74.8

Pie

Scrub

Pie 1

11.6

69.9

30.1

88.4

Pie

Scrub

Pie 2

22.6

80.1

19.9

77.4

7
8
8

7-1

56.0

59.1

40.9

44.0

8-1

60.2

56.2

43.8

39.8

8-2

87.0

53.2

46.8

13.0

8-3

33.6

71.8

28.2

66.4

No significant difference in the percent of ground cover vegetation was noted
between the scrub and the overgrown scrub sections (P>0.05). Both areas contained
similar ground cover species, which covered an average of 65% of the soil surface;
however, the overgrown scrub ground was covered with a considerable amount of leaf
litter and debris. In many areas, the debris layer averaged 5 to 10 cm deep, consisting of
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various types of oak and pine leaves. Areas in units 1 and Pie, lacking in vegetation,
were bare with white sand, scattered deer moss, and lichens. Very little debris was seen
in the scrub sections.
The percentage of ground openings and the capture success rate observed in units
1 and Pie was positively correlated (r2=0.85, linear regression) (Figure 16). Capture rate
appeared to increase with an increase in the ground openings. The percent cover of saw
palmetto and the capture success rate was negatively correlated (r2=0.72, linear
regression). Saw palmetto density appeared to influence Florida mouse
presence/absence. The percent cover of scrub oaks and the capture success rate was
positively correlated (r2=0.42, linear regression).
Data obtained from vegetation sampling along the 100 m belt transects are
illustrated in Figure 17. Percent cover of live vegetation is shown for each in three
categories: ground cover, mid-story cover, and canopy cover. Mean capture rate for each
transect is also shown to illustrate Florida mouse activity in each area.
Canopy cover differed significantly between units occupied (units 1 and Pie) and
not occupied by mice (units 7 and 8) (P<0.001). Canopy cover remained consistently
between 0 and 5% along transects in unit 1 and Pie except for transect 1-4, which
contained approximately 19% canopy cover (Figure 17). Transect 1-4 was not roller
chopped before burning like unit 1. Florida mouse captures most likely consisted of
individuals dispersing from unit 1 or Pie. Canopy cover increased sharply to 36% in unit
7 and 40% in unit 8 where of sand pine (Pinus clausa) and scrub oaks were dominants.
Mid-story cover was different in all units at CWA, due to differing soil types,
hydrology, and management practices. A significant difference between the overgrown
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Figure 16. Regression analysis between the capture rate of the Florida mouse and ground
cover components along line transects within units 1 and Pie at CWA.
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Figure 17. Percent cover of live vegetation compared to average capture rate along the
belt vegetation transects at CWA.
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scrub (units 7 and 8) and scrub (units 1 and Pie) mid-story was observed (P<0.001). The
scrub had a mean mid-story cover between 21% and 45% where the overgrown scrub had
a mean cover between 84% and 95% (Figure 17). The overgrown scrub had significantly
more oak cover than areas occupied by mice (P<0.001). At CWA, mice appeared to have
no tolerance for mid-story cover above 45% occurring on transects in the overgrown
scrub, adjacent to units 1 and Pie. The distance between transects 1-4 and 7-1 was
approximately 185 m, a distance a Florida mouse is assumed to be capable of traveling.
The amount of ground cover vegetation detected along the belt transects did not
appear to show any significant differences. Percent cover ranged between 74% and 95%
with an average cover of approximately 83% for all transects. The only noticeable
difference in ground cover vegetation was that the scrub transects had more wiregrass
cover than the overgrown scrub. This difference was significant (P<0.001).

Gopher Tortoise Surveys
Units 1, 7, 8, and Pie surround the main population of Florida mice at CWA and
were surveyed for the presence of the gopher tortoise. Unit 1 was surveyed in 2002 and
in July 2003. The vegetation was less than a meter in height when the survey was
completed in 2003. A total of 80 burrows was found within the 6.08 ha surveyed,
yielding a burrow density of 13.2 burrows per ha. Tortoise activity was high and 65% of
the burrows (n=52) were classified as active or inactive, yielding 5.3 tortoises per ha.
Approximately half of unit 8 was surveyed for gopher tortoise burrows after a
prescribed fire on half of the unit. A total of 43 burrows was found within the 3.64 ha,
yielding a burrow density of 11.8 burrows per ha. Tortoise activity was moderate with
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53% (n=23) of burrows being classified as active or inactive, yielding 3.9 tortoises per
ha.
Unit 7, immediately north and adjacent to unit 1, had a comparable number of
burrows but a low population of gopher tortoises compared to other areas surveyed. A
total of 53 burrows was found within the 8.47 ha surveyed, yielding a burrow density of
6.25 burrows per ha; 37% of burrows (n=20) were classified as active or inactive, giving
an estimate of 1.4 tortoises per ha.
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DISCUSSION

These studies were planned to document responses of Florida mouse populations
to one or more of the management practices currently employed by public agencies.
Each study site served as a case study but did not meet the standards of a replicate in the
statistical sense (Dytham 2003). Control over the timing and nature of management, e.g.,
time of prescribed burns, roller chopping with or without a follow-up prescribed burn,
was based on the priorities of the agencies. As a result, one site (BFMP) met the
expectations of the research protocol, whereas the results from the other sites (SOMP and
CWA) were compromised.

Response to Prescribed Fire
The response of Florida mice to prescribed burns at BFMP was consistent in 2003
and 2004. An initial reduction in MNA following these spring burns resulted in a
positive population growth within 4 to 5 months. The burn in 2003 impacted 54% of the
occupied habitat. Another 46% of the habitat was burned in 2004. These data suggest
that in similar habitat, where restoration may be a primary issue, an aggressive burning
program may be favorable for the Florida mouse populations.
Prescribed fire is used by managers to maintain habitat for rare species, e.g. the
Florida scrub-jay, gopher tortoise, and the Red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis)
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but not often for less conspicuous species like rodents (Jones 1992). Layne (1990)
concluded that prescribed fire had no immediate effect on two populations of Florida
mice that he was monitoring. He also stated that abundance and density declined 10
years later, but the cause of the decline was not determined. Jones (1992) came to the
same conclusion regarding the impact of fire on Florida mice. The data from this study
do not entirely support the conclusions of Layne (1990) or Jones (1992).
Prescribed fire does have an immediate affect on Florida mouse populations, but
why? Because they are nocturnal and reside underground in a gopher tortoise burrow, it
is assumed the fire does not result in any Florida mouse mortality. However, the density
of the vegetation is significantly decreased or eliminated making it easier for predators to
spot the mice at night. Kaufman (1974) found that the Screech-owl (Otus asio) and the
Barn-owl (Tyto alba), possible predators of the Florida mice, were less effective in
capturing Peromyscus polionotus in dense than in sparse vegetation. Although the
Florida mouse is a nocturnal forager, movement, sound, and moonlight may allow owls
to spot and capture mice at night.
A prescribed burn could put additional stress on the population by eliminating
food sources. It appears that acorns are the major food source for Florida mice when
available (Layne 1970, Humphrey 1992). During this study, 83% of the individuals that
began to forage after release consumed acorns. Jones and Franz (1990) found many hulls
of opened acorns in gopher tortoise burrows and in mouse tunnels. A majority of the
seeds and acorns that individuals need to survive could be destroyed during a prescribed
fire. This additional stress could severely hinder the survival of individuals and the
growth of the population.
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A prescribed burn performed during the fall (August-December) could seriously
hinder Florida mouse reproduction. Florida mouse reproduction peaks in the fall with the
highest numbers of captures during the winter and early spring (Packer and Layne 1991).
During this study, reproduction peaked in early fall to early winter shortly after rainfall
increases (Figures 10, 13, and 15).
Spring and summer burns, closely replicating the natural fire regime, are
recommended for areas containing Florida mice to avoid critical reproductive periods.
Burning an area to achieve a mosaic of burned and unburned portions, leaving small
areas of unburned habitat for protection and food, may also prove to be beneficial to
Florida mice.

Response to Roller Chopping
Roller chopping at CWA took place in unit 1 in March 2002 and in units 7 and 8
in July 2004. Both attempts to alter the overall vegetation structure were effective;
however, roller chopping did not appear to directly encourage or discourage habitat use
by the Florida mouse in the short-term. Chopping applied directly to the patch (unit 1)
occupied by Florida mice did not change the overall downward trend in the MNA of the
population (Figure 14). A new maximum for the MNA (n=12) occurred the following
summer on the grid and was slightly greater than the maximum of the previous year
(n=10). This increase may be attributed to an increase in new herbaceous ground cover
or the immediate decrease in mid-story cover. Unfortunately, trapping did not begin
immediately after roller chopping in 2002; therefore, conclusions directly related to the
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response of the population to roller chopping can not be drawn; nevertheless, data
comparisons did reveal some interesting trends related to the population.
The Florida mouse population in unit 1 did not increase following management
activities. MNA remained similar before and after habitat alteration, with the downward
trend in the population continuing. Although the mid-story and canopy vegetation had
been completely removed, mice continued to occupy the area. The largest concentrations
of mice were found near the mature sand pine scrub, immediately to the south of unit 1.
Florida mouse populations in mature scrub are low in density (Layne 1992)
If Florida mice occupy habitat with the highest amount of bare ground openings,
as suggested by the regression analysis (Figure 16), roller chopping may not be a useful
tool for controlling ground cover density. The population at CWA was still decreasing
after intense management that removed the canopy and mid-story vegetation, with the
exception of a few longleaf pines. Roller chopping was effective in reducing the density
and height of mid-story vegetation, but had little to no impact on the ground cover
vegetation. A more aggressive type of machinery may be needed to create open spaces
devoid of vegetation. The presence of open spaces appears to be important to other
species as well. Breininger and Schmalzer (1990) found that habitat at Kennedy Space
Center with a higher abundance of open sandy patches contained higher densities of
Florida Scrub-jays compared to areas with fewer open areas.
Roller chopping the overgrown scrub adjacent to the scrub in unit 1 at CWA did
not immediately encourage or discourage Florida mouse use of the area. Florida mice
were not captured before roller chopping and were not captured up to eight months after
chopping. Again, chopping removed all mid-story vegetation, but did not significantly
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change the ground cover vegetation. After chopping, crushed vegetation remained on the
surface for two months in one portion and for eight months in another area before the
area was burned with a prescribed fire. It is not clear how these results inform
management.

Population Dynamics
The Florida mouse population at each of the three study sites fluctuated
throughout the length of the project based on MNA. The population at each study site
increased in MNA between January and May of 2004, having an overall maximum MNA
in late spring (Figures 9, 12, and 14). Timing of the minimum MNA for each site was
not as distinct as the maximum MNA. At BFMP, the minimum MNA was reached
between May and June 2004, immediately after the prescribed fire in April.
Sex ratio appeared to fluctuate throughout the year and was different for all study
sites. Sex ratio at BFMP and SOMP did not significantly differ from the expected 1:1
ratio, but at CWA, the ratio of 3:2 (1.5) was different from the expected ratio. At CWA,
males were strongly favored in the decreasing population with between seven to ten
individuals. In the two increasing populations, females were slightly favored, whereas
males were favored in the decreasing population. The total number of reproductive
females available in a site increases the likelihood that a population would increase over
time. Sex ratio over a long-term study may prove to be useful in determining the overall
health of a Florida mouse population. Fewer females available in the population for
reproduction would increase the likelihood of inbreeding and the loss of genetic diversity
(Frankham et al. 2002).
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Reproductive activity of the Florida mouse appeared to peak at the same time at
all study sites and was highest between August and November (Figures 10, 13, and 15).
Layne (1963) found that most breeding activity in an Alachua County population was
concentrated in late fall and winter, slightly later than reported here. Approximately 85%
to 100% of all males captured between August and November were reproductive. The
change in the total number of reproductive females was not as dramatic as that of males,
ranging between 30% and 70%, depending on the study site. Reproductive individuals
were also captured at other times throughout the study.
At all study sites, a dramatic increase in the percentage of reproductive Florida
mice corresponded with an increase in the total rainfall. Reproductive males first began
to be captured shortly after rainfall increased. Immediately after rainfall amounts
decreased, the number of reproductive male captures decreased. Females showed a
similar trend, becoming pregnant shortly after the increase in reproductive males. The
relationship between rainfall and reproduction may be coincidental, with some other
environmental factor actually influencing the mice. Day length begins to decrease in late
July, with the overall night length beginning to increase (The Weather Underground, Inc.
2005). Florida mice, being nocturnal animals, may be sensitive to this increase in night
length.
The response to an increase in rainfall could be attributed to an increase in food
(insects and seeds) available or an environmental cue that stimulates hormone release in
Florida mice as suggested by Packer and Layne (1991). The increase in reproductive
activity in late fall and winter described by Layne (1963) may have been influenced by
rainfall. If rainfall is the environmental cue that stimulates reproduction in Florida mice,
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and rainfall amounts did not peak until mid fall, reproduction would have been delayed in
Layne’s study (Layne 1963).
Although not examined in this study, the timing of oak acorn drop and insect
abundance may influence the timing of reproduction. Evidently, acorns are the major
food source for Florida mice when available (Layne 1970, Humphrey 1992). On a
number of occasions, individual Florida mice began to forage for food immediately after
release. Of all foraging events observed, 83% (n=10) of mice consumed acorns and 16%
(n=2) consumed a mushroom.
Florida mouse movements between trapping locations varied by season and by
sex. The average distance male and female Florida mice traveled before and after a
prescribed fire at BFMP did not significantly differ from one another (P>0.05). Site
fidelity played a role in determining the average distance individuals traveled.
Occasionally, individuals moved long distances from the area they were
repeatedly captured. One male traveled 171.8 m and one female traveled 203.6 m to
another trapping location and then returned. At CWA, a male Florida mouse moved 300
m from Pie 1 to the Grid and then returned to the unit Pie. The individual crossed a large
fire-break twice during this movement.
The minimum convex polygon (MCP) indicated that male Florida mice have a
larger home range than females, as observed by Layne and Jackson (1994). For all three
study sites, home ranges of males (0.33 ha) were consistently larger than home ranges of
females (0.21 ha) (Table 11). Home range estimates are larger than the 0.18 ha for males
and 0.14 ha for females previously documented by Jones and Layne (1993). Home
range of males was larger than females by 50% at BFMP, 115% at SOMP, and 28% at
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CWA. The largest home ranges were found at CWA and the smallest home ranges at
BFMP.
Table 11: Summary of the minimum convex polygon estimate (MCP) displayed in
hectares by sex for BFMP, SOMP, and CWA.
S ite

n

Ma le

Fe ma le

Ave ra ge

BFMP

25

0.15

0.10

0.13

S OMP

11

0.39

0.18

0.29

CW A

17

0.45

0.35

0.40

0.33

0.21

Ave ra ge

Habitat Use
The sites examined in this study were drastically different, exhibiting different
soil types, precipitation amounts, vegetation structure, and habitat management practices.
When comparing data collected from each site, it becomes apparent that it is generally
hard to quantify what habitat variables influence mouse populations. All three study
sites exhibit isolated and small populations, with little to no dispersal between
populations. No other suitable habitat outside of the study sites were within a reasonable
range to allow individuals to disperse; therefore, comparisons between data collected
from each study site assumed that the mice were occupying the best suitable remaining
habitat at each study site.
Florida mice appear to be very sensitive to ground water levels and soil types. All
areas where mice were found were located on soil types that were moderately to well
drained with moderate to rapid permeability. The main populations of Florida mice were
found on Pomello, Archbold, and Paola sands. Mice were captured dispersing or
traveling through other soil types during drier months of November through April. These
soil types consisted of Myakka, Narcoossee, and Immokalee sands. At BFMP, Florida
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mice were observed moving out of the Archbold soil type into the surrounding Myakka
soil type during the fall and spring, but not during the summer months when ground
water was at or near the surface. At CWA, no Florida mice were observed leaving the
Pomello or Paola soil types. At SOMP, 96% of all Florida mouse captures occurred on
the Pomello soil type and only 4% of captures occurred on the border of the
Immokalee/Pomello transition zone. Florida mice were not captured in the Immokalee
soil outside the transition zone, approximately 15 m away. Vegetation cover and
composition did not statistically differ between the two soil types; however, shiny lyonia
was more abundant on the Immokalee soils and oaks were more abundant on the Pomello
soils. The presence/absence of these plants illustrates the difference in hydrology
between these two areas. Florida mice were utilizing the areas with oaks at SOMP but
avoiding the more hydric Immokalee soils.
Species composition and percent cover of canopy, mid-story, and ground cover
vegetation varied greatly from site to site. BFMP was a mature oak hammock, SOMP
was scrubby and mesic flatwoods, and CWA was scrub and overgrown scrub. Although
mice were found in a variety of habitats, this does not suggest that the Florida mouse is a
generalist. Some similarities were seen between the sites.
In all three study sites, Florida mice were found in patches of habitat containing
the highest amount of canopy oak cover in comparison to adjacent areas. It may be that
the mice depend on the oaks for protection from attacking aerial predators or for a food
source or both. During this study and other experiments, mice were observed on
numerous occasions eating acorns, suggesting that they depend on oaks for food and not
specifically for protection (Layne 1970, Humphrey 1992). The total percent cover of
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canopy does not appear to influence mouse populations. Mice occupied habitats with
canopy cover between 0 and 63 percent. Although the canopy at BFMP was 63%, it was
still open and relatively patchy allowing sunlight to penetrate the canopy to provide light
for herbaceous species.
Total mid-story closure does not appear to favor Florida mouse populations.
Florida mice were found in patches of habitat containing less than 84% cover of midstory vegetation and not in areas above this amount. At CWA, Florida mice did not use
overgrown scrub immediately adjacent to the occupied scrub; however, county biologists
did capture adult Florida mice in this area in November 2001. A population die-out in
the overgrown scrub may have occured between November 2001 and December 2003, or
individuals moved to another location. None of the individuals was recaptured after
2001, and none was captured in the following 13 months. Areas occupied by Florida
mice on all three sites contained more oak and rusty lyonia in the mid-story than
unoccupied areas, which indicated drier and more readily drained soils.
Florida mice were found in areas having the greatest amount of open space in the
ground cover vegetation. At all sites, areas with more bare ground openings contained
more Florida mice (Figures 11 and 17) (Table 7); however, the percentage of these bare
ground openings was not similar from site to site. In general, Florida mice occupied
patches of habitat at each study site having the most bare ground openings. It may be that
the mice are not responding to the amount of openings in the vegetative cover but merely
to the habitat containing the highest amount of food (acorns). Generally, oaks and bare
ground are common indicators of dry, well-drained soils in central Florida often where
groundcover vegetation is thriving and gopher tortoises are abundant.
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CONCLUSIONS

As the quality and quantity of remaining upland ecosystems in Florida continue
to degrade, public lands that support Florida mice need to be managed appropriately to
ensure the survival of this species. The current philosophy of natural resource
management, which embraces ecosystem management as a guiding vision, may not
provide the specific conditions needed by the Florida mouse. Florida ecosystems that
are undergoing restoration activities via prescribed fire and roller chopping may require
some actions on the part of land managers to provide for the specific needs of Florida
mice and to avoid practices that are detrimental to the species.
Management of lands that support Florida mice should continue to utilize
prescribed fire and roller chopping to restore and maintain mouse habitat, but with some
degree of caution. Prescribed fires should be limited to the spring and early summer
months to avoid peak reproduction and destruction of food sources. Fire should be
applied to only a portion of the total available occupied area in any year, protecting food
sources and creating a refuge for mice. When roller chopping, managers should burn the
area immediately after treatment to remove debris that could deter Florida mice and other
wildlife. Management that is treated as an experiment, able to be adapted for future
management, will help improve the survival of one of Florida’s most valuable and
irreplaceable resources, the Florida mouse.
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